NOTICE OF SALE: Thursday April 23, 2015

The University of Michigan has the listed equipment for sale on a bid basis. We reserve the right to sell to the highest bidder or reject all bids if they do not meet our expectations. The University reserves the right to award in part, in whole, or not at all. The University reserves the right to reject any or all bids, including by way of example only and without limitation, any quotation that does not contain all the requested information.

Sale of this equipment is on an “As-is”, “Where-is” basis. These items may not meet “OSHA-MIOSHA” specifications.

Sale of this equipment is on an “As-is”, “Where-is” basis.

Bids will be accepted until 9:00am EST Thursday April 30, 2015. Bids may be mailed to Property Disposition, 3241 Baxter Rd, Ann Arbor, MI 48109. Or faxed to (734) 763-2006, however we cannot guarantee the confidentiality of faxed bids.

Payment is to be made by Cash, Cashier’s Check, Certified Check, or Credit Card (Credit Card sales under $5,000 only) prior to pick up. ALL SALES ARE FINAL. If you are tax exempt you must provide your tax-exempt certificate at time of payment. All items MUST be removed by Thursday May 7, 2015. No international sales.

Successful bidders are responsible for removal of the equipment; they are also responsible for all damages, accidents and any other liabilities that are incurred in the disassembly and removal process. Dates for removal may vary if The University of Michigan deems it necessary.

The buyer is also responsible for, but not limited to the following:

1) EQUIPMENT REMOVAL – The buyer must provide all labor and materials to de-install and transport the equipment. Buyer is responsible for all packaging and shipping arrangements.

2) TRANSPORTATION – The buyer must arrange all transport routes and verify disassembly and removal.

All information on this bid is given to the best of our knowledge. The bidder is responsible for authenticity and accuracy of all machines and information listed. High bid information will not be released until all items are picked up, at which time it will be posted on our website @ http://propertydisposition.umich.edu under Sealed Bids.

Contact (print)________________________ (sign)________________________
Address __________________________________________________________
Telephone No. _______________________________________________________
1) Labconco Multihazard Glove Box
   Serial 990906121A
   115 Volts, 1 Phase

2) Visen Lab Equipment
   Model AN2620, Serial 0625-0007

3) Ventana Discovery XT Stainer
   Serial 711487, Ref # 750-701
   Volts 100-120
   7 years old, Orig cost $70,000
   (Minimum Bid $4,000)

4) Ventana Discovery XT Stainer
   Serial 711508, Ref # 750-701
   Volts 100-120
   7 years old, Orig Cost $110,000
   (Minimum Bid $4,000)

5) Cri Maestro Lab Equipment
   Model M-MSI-500-FL, Serial 30100

6) Beckman Coulter Counter
   Serial 3062360, Cat 391610

7) Xenogen IVIS 100 Imaging System
   Serial 1339
   Camera is broken

8) Thermo Shandon Citadel 2000 Tissue Processor
   Serial DS00039

9) Phillips Ultrasound
   Model MCMD02AA, Type 4535-611-66991
   Not Working – CPU does not come on, Approx. repair cost $8,000

10) Affinity Chiller
    Model RAA-005T-CF03CBD3, Serial 076063

11) Collins Pulmonary Function Testing Machine
    
12) Midmark Exam Table
    Model 405

13) Midmark Exam Table
    Model 405

To view photos of bid items, visit our webpage:
http://propertydisposition.umich.edu, under the ‘Sealed Bids’ category
14) **Topcon Projection Perimeter SBP-20**..............................(#14) BID______________
   Product No. 80238
   AC 100, 120, 220, 240 V/110VA/50~60Hz

15) **Roche Genome Sequencer FLX+**.................................(#15) BID________________
   Model JE379, Serial LCPG0625
   Volts 110/120
   (Minimum Bid $500)

16) **Gatan Bottom Mount Camera and TV Control Unit**........(#16) BID_____________
   Gatan Fiber Optic Coupled TV Image Intensifier:
   Serial 00042001
   Gatan TV Control Unit:
   Model 622 SC, Serial 00042001, 120V, 60Hz
   Cables

17) **Li-Cor Odyssey Infrared Imaging System**.....................(#17) BID_____________
   Model 9120, Serial ODY-0919

18) **Fresenius 2008K Dialysis Machine**..............................(#18) BID_____________
   Serial 6K0S-473G, 117V/12A/60Hz
   Hours 3898, Mfg Date Unknown

19) **Fresenius 2008K Dialysis Machine**..............................(#19) BID_____________
   Serial 6K0S-482G, 117V/12A/60Hz
   Hours 1427, Mfg Date Unknown

20) **Fresenius 2008K Dialysis Machine**..............................(#20) BID_____________
   Serial 6K0S-470G, 117V/12A/60Hz
   Hours 3249, Mfg Date Unknown

21) **Fresenius 2008K Dialysis Machine**..............................(#21) BID_____________
   Serial 6K0S-451G, 117V/12A/60Hz
   Hours 20054, Mfg Date 4/17/06

22) **Fresenius 2008K Dialysis Machine**..............................(#22) BID_____________
   Serial 6K0S-466G, 117V/12A/60Hz
   Hours 5786, Mfg Date Unknown

23) **Fresenius 2008K Dialysis Machine**..............................(#23) BID_____________
   Serial 5K0S-878D, 117V/12A/60Hz
   Hours 2950, Mfg Date Unknown

24) **Fresenius 2008K Dialysis Machine**..............................(#24) BID_____________
   Serial 1K0S-1512, 117V/12A/60Hz
   Hours 36394, Mfg Date 5/12/01

25) **Fresenius 2008K Dialysis Machine**..............................(#25) BID_____________
   Serial 1K0S-1509, 117V/12A/60Hz
   Hours 36672, Mfg Date 5/12/01
26) **Fresenius 2008K Dialysis Machine** ........................................ (#26) BID_________________
    Serial 4K0S-J060, 117V/12A/60Hz
    Hours 28979, Mfg Date Unknown

27) **Fresenius 2008K Dialysis Machine** ........................................ (#27) BID_________________
    Serial 1K0S-1510, 117V/12A/60Hz
    Hours 18404, Mfg Date 5/11/01

28) **Fresenius 2008K Dialysis Machine** ........................................ (#28) BID_________________
    Serial 2K0S-6037, 117V/12A/60Hz
    Hours 34905, Mfg Date 2002

29) **Fresenius 2008K Dialysis Machine** ........................................ (#29) BID_________________
    Serial 6K0S-593G, 117V/12A/60Hz
    Hours 19132, Mfg Date 4/20/06

30) **Fresenius 2008K Dialysis Machine** ........................................ (#30) BID_________________
    Serial 1K0S-2720, 117V/12A/60Hz
    Hours 37154, Mfg Date 9/26/01

31) **Fresenius 2008K Dialysis Machine** ........................................ (#31) BID_________________
    Serial 1K0S-1486, 117V/12A/60Hz
    Hours 35581, Mfg Date 5/12/01

32) **Fresenius 2008K Dialysis Machine** ........................................ (#32) BID_________________
    Serial 1K0S-1493, 117V/12A/60Hz
    Hours 36598, Mfg Date 5/15/01

33) **Portable RO System w/Cart** .................................................... (#33) BID_________________
    Better Water, Water Quality Monitor
    Model PBRO, Serial F040100604
    120 V/60Hz/6.5A

34) **Portable RO System w/Cart** .................................................... (#34) BID_________________
    Better Water, Water Quality Monitor
    Model PBRO, Serial F040100602
    120 V/60Hz/6.5A

35) **Zeiss Stratus OCT** ............................................................. (#35) BID_________________
    Model 3000, Serial 3000-9948
    Model 3000 Computer, Serial 3002-10136